I had never imagined that I would spend my summer as an intern in the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) in Brussels.

This traineeship helped me get a fresh taste about how life and various occupations would be in a foreign city. I took a closer look at the European Union and found it far more complicated and intriguing than covered in textbooks and media.

Oh! Why didn’t I try out the mainland Europe earlier before? I already miss the city and the people there.

My internship surprises many people. How come a Science Student with so-called “related-knowledge” can survive in the HR world? Now I come up with a simple answer - your major was never a limitation in your career planning! Don’t let your major define you.

If you are interested in a non-Science-related position, give it a try and you will see! You can learn from your peers, bosses and even a small mistake that might ruin your whole project! You will never know how capable you are if you hesitate to give it a shot!

Being an Engineer Trainee at AgaMatrix, a biotechnology company which develops and produces blood glucose meters, is very exciting!

Not only did I get the ideas of how a biotechnology factory works, but also gained exposure of its latest development in mainland China. My friendly colleagues offered me chances to handle various tasks. Although I am a Physics student, I did not have much difficulty taking on the challenges.

You will never know what the job exactly is until you are part of it. Let’s TRY!

Wanna be one of them? Need our referral services or interview comments? Find Ms. Ivy Kwok or Mr. Johnny Lo at SCI/HOME! Your real power may surprise you!